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Abstract— By integrating multiple processing units (PUs)
and memories on a single chip, multiprocessor system-on-chip
(MPSoC) can provide higher performance per energy and lower
cost per function to applications with growing complexity. On the
other hand, shrinking feature sizes and reducing power supply
voltages also make MPSoCs more susceptible to various reliability
threats, such as power/ground (P/G) noises. Power gating is an
effective technique to minimize leakage power. However, it also
introduces significant P/G noises in MPSoCs. With significant
area, power and performance overheads, traditional methods
rely on reinforced circuits or fixed protection strategies to reduce
P/G noises caused by power gating. In this paper, we propose
a systematic approach to actively alleviating P/G noises using
the parasitic capacitance of on-chip memories through sensor
network on-chip (SENoC). We use the parasitic capacitance
of on-chip memories as dynamic decoupling capacitance to
suppress P/G noises and develop a detailed HSPICE model
for related study. SENoC is developed to not only monitor
and report P/G noises, but also coordinate PUs and memories to alleviate such transient threats at run time. Extensive
evaluations show that compared with traditional method, our
approach saves 12.6%–62.8% energy consumption and achieves
14.3%–69.8% performance improvement for different applications and MPSoCs with different scales. We implement the
circuit details of our approach and show its low area and energy
consumption overheads.
Index Terms— Dynamic control, low power, multiprocessor
system-on-chip (MPSoC), on-chip memory, power grid, power
supply noise, reliability.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

UE TO THE power dissipation limitation of transistors,
processor designs have increasingly relied on new architectures to improve performance instead of feature size scaling
alone. With the improvement of semiconductor technologies,
more processing units (PUs) can be integrated on a single chip.
Multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) becomes promising
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to satisfy the growing computation demands from high performance applications. On the other hand, 3-D integration
technology is widely investigated as another new way of
increasing system performance, because it provides decreased
total wiring length, reduced interconnect delay, and a dramatically increased bandwidth of interconnections between the
chips [1]. System performance will further improve using the
3-D integration to improve the bandwidth and latency of memory hierarchy [2], [3]. However, there are many challenges for
3-D MPSoC designs due to the increased complexity of the
system, and one of them is the reliability issue. The failure
rate of a single PU increases, because of the reduced supply
voltage and increased power density. Moreover, the failures of
one PU may influence the others through corrupted data, high
temperature, or power/ground (P/G) noise. MPSoC becomes
more susceptible to various reliability threats, such as soft
error, high temperature, P/G noise, and so on.
Power consumption is an important criterion in MPSoC
design. In deep submicrometer technologies, power gating
techniques are widely used to reduce the leakage power, by
shutting off idle blocks from power supplies. However, the
power gated block will inevitably introduce P/G noise [4], [5].
When it is powered on, a large rush current will charge
the parasitic capacitance through the power delivery networks
(PDNs), and cause severe P/G noise, e.g., a voltage drop across
the parasitic impedance [6]. The P/G noise will spread and
lower the supply voltages of the surrounding PUs. It may lead
to failures in the working PUs, e.g., timing violations. All
these make power gating-induced P/G noise a severe reliability
threat in MPSoCs.
Traditional methods rely on reinforced circuits or fixed
protection strategies to reduce the P/G noise caused by power
gatings. These methods introduce significant area, power,
and performance overhead. Decoupling capacitance (decap)
insertion technique is a prevalent method based on reinforced
circuits [7]. The decap is an additional capacitor, which is
connected to the PDN and placed beside the power gating
blocks. When a power gated block is turned on, the decap will
discharge and compensate the induced rush current. It reduces
the current drawn from the network to decrease the voltage
drop. However, the decap will introduce significant area and
leakage power overhead in advanced technologies. Some other
protection strategies can also be used. For example, in stopgo
method, when a block is powering on, the chip can be
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protected by halting the rest of the blocks. However, these
methods will degrade the performance significantly and waste
the leakage power of the halted blocks.
In this paper, we propose a systematic approach to actively
alleviating the power gating-induced P/G noise through sensor
network on-chip (SENoC) based on [8]. An active P/G noise
alleviation technique using the parasitic capacitance of on-chip
memories is proposed, and evaluated with a well-developed
HSPICE model of 3-D MPSoCs. It significantly reduces the
P/G noise with negligible area and power overhead. Moreover,
a control system, SENoC, is developed to coordinate PUs and
memories to further mitigate the power gating-induced penalties. We present a two-stage power gating aware scheduling
strategy to selectively execute energy efficient power gatings.
A cycle accurate simulator is built to evaluate the performance
of our approach with an MPSoC benchmark based on real
applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related works. In Section III, we present an
HSPICE model of MPSoCs, and demonstrate the active
P/G noise alleviation technique. SENoC is used as a control system, and its operation protocols are discussed in
Section IV. The power gating aware scheduling strategy is proposed for performance improvement in Section V. Section VI
presents the various experiments and accompanying analysis.
Section VII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Many works have been done to mitigate the power
gating-induced P/G noise from different aspects and levels.
Sleep transistor design and decap insertion are two effective
traditional approaches. For sleep transistor design, there are
some literatures focusing on alleviating the P/G noise threat.
Long and He [9] presented a distributed sleep transistor
network to minimize the area cost with the worst case noise
constraint. Gu et al. [10] presented an adaptive and optimal
sizing scheme of sleep transistor to minimize the worst case
supply noise by balancing the dc and resonant supply noise.
While [11] tried to reduce the supply noise from other views,
and proposed a novel power gating structure, which added
other voltage levels as intermediate steps during the PU state
transition.
Decap insertion is another well-known method, and is developed for the purpose of reducing both switch activity induced
and power gating-induced P/G noise. It is able to reduce the
P/G noise by compensating the dc P/G noise as a current
source and filtering the high-frequency resonant one as a pass
filter [7], [12], [13]. Proposed some design techniques and
algorithms for sizing and placing on-chip decaps to tradeoff
between the P/G noise magnitude and the area overhead.
While [14] and [15] improved the decap implementation by
proposing active decap designs to obtain high boosts of the
passive decap capacitance with additional control logic, which
reduced the area and leakage power overhead. Besides decap
placement optimization, the P/G noise can also be reduced by
floor plan optimization, which separates high current modules
and balances the rush current around the whole chip [16], [17].
Proposed P/G noise aware floor plan algorithms to include
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the P/G noise reduction during the floor plan phase. This
method is more effective for heterogeneous SoCs with the
modules of different switching activities and current densities.
Gupta et al. [18] analyzed the voltage variations in chip multiprocessors using a distributed PDN. Luo et al. [19] presented
a set of 3-D PDN benchmarks-based industrial 3-D designs
to facilitate the promote the power integrity research in
3-D designs. Our proposed model is compatible with these
models. It is designed in fine-grained granularity to maintain
the simulation accuracy.
Most of the works above, such as decap sizing and placement optimization, are static solutions applied during the
design phase. They do not have any interactive control to
adjust the hardware behaviors and mitigate the penalties
under the run-time variations. Many works tried to introduce
dynamic control mechanisms to improve the efficiency of
the static design optimizations. Powell and Vijaykumar [20]
proposed a microarchitectural technique by controlling the
instruction issue to guarantee the worst case magnitude of the
resonant P/G noise. Mohamood et al. [21] proposed a dynamic
resonant noise controlling mechanism at the microarchitecture level by monitoring the access pattern and preventing
the troublesome simultaneous switching activities of different
modules. Madan et al. [22] presented a guard mechanism of
dynamically adjusting the power gating prediction policies to
prevent drastic loss of performance or an unbounded increase
in power consumption for different workload conditions of
the server system. In [23], a run-time control framework
is proposed to mitigate the power gating-induced penalty
by estimating the distribution of unsafe PUs. It reduces the
protection cost and improves the performance of MPSoCs.
3-D integration technology is widely investigated as a
promising new method of increase system performance,
instead of feature size scaling alone. This promise is due to
a number of characteristic features, including decreased total
wiring length, reduced interconnect delay times, a dramatically
increased bandwidth of interconnects between the chips, and
the ability to allow dissimilar materials, process technologies,
and functions to be integrated. Overall, 3-D technology can be
broadly defined as any technology that stacks semiconductor
elements on top of each other and uses vertical, as opposed to
peripheral, interconnects between the wafers. Koester et al. [1]
discussed the detailed descriptions and challenges of two
wafer-level 3-D integration schemes at IBM from a point of
manufacturing view. The benefits of 3-D integration technology, e.g., decreased total wire length, increased bandwidth of
interconnects between the chips, and hence forth, were systematically investigated in [2], [24], and [25]. Kim et al. [3] fabricated a two-tier 3-D integrated chip with 64 general-purpose
cores on the logic die and 256-kB static RAM (SRAM) on
the memory die to demonstrate benefits of 3-D integration.
III. P OWER G ATING -I NDUCED P/G N OISE A NALYSIS
AND ACTIVE P/G N OISE A LLEVIATION
For the decap insertion method, area and leakage power
overhead has limited the increase of the capacitance.
Yet, people continued to try to increase the effective capacitance with less overhead. It is observed that the charged
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Fig. 1.
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Cross section of a die with 3-D integration technology.

parasitic capacitance of the idle circuits is able to work as
a costless decap and suppresses the P/G noise [6], but this
feature has not been paid much attention, because most of the
previous works investigate power gatings in a single processor.
In this paper, it is observed that PU and cache exhibit different
properties related to the power gating-induced P/G noise,
e.g., different parasitic capacitance densities and magnitudes
of induced P/G noise. Hence, we differentiate between the
PUs and on-chip memories, and try to use the large parasitic
capacitance of memories to alleviate the P/G noise of PUs with
negligible overhead. It will be efficient to provide separated
power domains between them to support different protection
strategies, and a low resistive path connecting the two domains
for effective P/G noise suppression. 3-D integration MPSoC
shows a good potential to provide these two merits, and is a
target platform to fulfill the proposed strategy in this paper.
In 3-D integration, the ASIC logics and on-chip caches
with the same area, such as L2 caches, are manufactured in
different stacks, and the multiple stacks are bounded together.
The power supply delivery and the data communication are
achieved by the power and signal through silicon vias (TSVs)
between different stacks [3], [25]. An example of a two-stack
3-D integration is shown in Fig. 1.
A. Modeling of Power Gating-Induced P/G Noise in MPSoC
The P/G noise generation and propagation vary with different power gatings of the PUs and caches at different
locations. To evaluate the P/G noise, a fine grain HSPICE
model of a two-stack MPSoC is built as the P/G noise analysis
platform for 3-D MPSoC. In this paper, the 3-D MPSoC is
homogeneous, consisting of the same pair of PU and cache.
A PU and cache pair is divided into two layers, the cache is
implemented in the lower layer, and the PU is built in the
upper layer with the same size. The cache is used by the
corresponding PU as a local L2 cache, and they communicate
with each other using the signal TSVs. We use the standard
cell library from the 45-nm Nangate Open Cell Library [26] for
the whole design, and the supply voltage is set to 0.95 V [27].
The PDN model of the 3-D MPSoC is shown in Fig. 2.
The HSPICE models of the two layers are quite similar with
the mesh-based power distribution. The PDN of the PU layer
is composed of identical sub-blocks, and there is 4356 subblocks per PU. The sub-block consists of segment resistors and
inductors of the wire segment for the VDD and GND network
of the PDN, e.g., R P and L P , and the lumped load capacitance
of the PU per sub-block, e.g., CPL , which is connected to the
PDN through a head sleep transistor P1 [23]. Each sub-block
has its own virtual VDD across the lumped load capacitance.
For the cache layer, we use the same structure, the same unit
resistance and conductance of the wire model, but different
lumped load capacitance of the cache. Because the cache

Fig. 2.

Modeling PDN of the MPSoC P/G noise analysis platform.

usually has much higher cell density, the capacitance CML is
larger than that of the PU. The unit capacitance of the cache
is extracted from the HSPICE simulations of the SRAMs in
the Synopsys 90-nm library by scaling to 45 nm [27]. The
capacitance is connected to two parallel sleep transistors, e.g.,
P2 and P3, which are controlled by two separate control
signals [28]. They are used to control the power supply of the
cache, e.g., regular supply voltage, reduced supply voltage for
data retention, or power gated. Our model is compatible with
related models for P/G noise analysis [18], [19]. It is designed
in fine-grained granularity to maintain the simulation accuracy.
For some of the sub-blocks, there are some additional TSVs,
which connect the PDNs of the two layers through some pass
transistors. A pair of the pass transistors, e.g., G1 and G2
Fig. 2, is called decap switch. It connects the TSVs and the
PDN of the PU layer, and decides whether the PDNs of the
PU and cache are connected. According to our simulations, if
the two PDNs are connected together, the P/G noise generated
by the cache is quite large due to the large capacitance, which
significantly influences the supply voltage of multiple PUs.
To protect the reliability, we make a conservative assumption
conventionally the switch is turned off, and a PU and cache
pair will work with separated PDNs. We use 72 additional
TSVs per PU with a uniform location distribution.
The package model shown in Fig. 3 is built with a consideration that the package I/O pads are connected to the
chip I/O pads through metal bumps distributed across the chip
surface [29], [30]. Because we assume the PDNs of two layers
cannot be directly connected, the pads and bumps are divided
into two sets, one for the PU layer, and the other for the cache
layer. For the upper layer, there are power TSVs that connect
between the PDN and the pads and bumps on the chip surface.
It is assumed 12 power TSVs per PU are used with a uniform
location distribution in the package model.
B. Power Gating-Induced P/G Noise Estimation in MPSoC
After the HSPICE model is established, we are able to
estimate the P/G noise propagation and distribution induced
by different power gatings. A powering on PU is defined as a
PU attacker, and a powering on cache, a waking up cache or
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Package model of the MPSoC P/G noise analysis platform.

a sleeping cache is defined as a cache attacker, because of the
P/G noise generation. Particular noise magnitudes are derived
to investigate the relationship between the P/G noise and the
reliability of the PUs and caches. The maximum P/G noise
magnitude that a PU and cache can tolerate and guarantee
correct execution has been investigated. It is estimated as
100 mV for PUs [23], and that of caches is about 100 mV [31].
We also investigate the relationship between the supply voltage
and the data retention capability of the memory cells, such as
register file and SRAM. The maximum P/G noise magnitude
that a PU and cache can tolerate to prevent the occurrence
of the data upset in the memory cells is estimated to be
600 mV, because the data retention supply voltage for memory
cells is assumed to be 350 mV [32]. When a PU or cache
attacker occurs, different voltage drops are induced at different
locations of the adjacent PUs or caches. If at least one voltage
drop beyond the safe noise magnitude is located, the PU or
cache will not work properly. The unsafe PU or cache is
defined as a victim within the impact range of the attacker,
and the set of the victims is defined as its impact range.
The distribution of the peak voltage drops during the power
gatings of different PU attackers is shown in Fig. 4 according
to HSPICE simulations. The P/G noise distribution slightly
changes with different locations of the attackers, and the worst
impact range is recorded to preserve the reliability of the
system. For a cache attacker, there are two cases. One is to
power on the cache, and the other is to wake up or sleep the
cache. For both of them, the peak P/G noise distribution is
similar to that of PU with a smaller voltage drop, but a longer
settling time. The impact range of powering on a cache is close
to the impact range of PU attacker. While the impact range
of waking up a cache is smaller, because the voltage change
is reduced. The small voltage change significantly reduces the
charge needed to be restored in the parasitic capacitance, and
the rush current flowing through the networks [11].
C. Active P/G Noise Alleviation Using On-Chip Memories
During the application execution, a PU will be power gated
to reduce the leakage power; however, a cache will be just

Fig. 4. Spatial distribution and impact range of the power gating-induced
P/G noise in an 8 × 8 MPSoC.

slept because of the stored data. Therefore, powering on a
PU will introduce significant performance penalty, due to its
large impact range. Active P/G noise alleviation technique is
effective to suppress the P/G noise of a PU attacker using
the parasitic capacitance of the caches. Before powering on a
PU, the distribution of victims is estimated, and the selection
of the optimized combination of caches is conducted among
the victims according to the power gating aware scheduling
strategy in Section V. The decap switches of the attacker
and the selected victims are turned on during the victim
protection to actively connect the PDNs. During the power
gating, the parasitic capacitance of the caches will discharge
to compensate the rush current and attenuate the P/G noise
of the surrounding PUs. After the PU and cache of the
attacker or the victim become safe again, the switches are
turned off, and the PU continues to work. HSPICE simulations
are carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the active
P/G noise alleviation technique in Fig. 5. Assuming PU (3, 3)
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Fig. 5. Impact range of the power gating-induced P/G noise with different
combinations of on-chip caches in an 8 × 8 MPSoC.

is a PU attacker in an 8 × 8 MPSoC, by turning on the
decap switches of the attacker, P/G noise suppression of the
active P/G noise alleviation technique is effective. The impact
range is significantly reduced during the power gating, and
it can be further reduced with more caches used for the
active P/G noise alleviation. Moreover, the active P/G noise
alleviation technique is also efficient to mitigate the P/G noise.
First, the P/G noise and the number of the victims are
significantly reduced using the parasitic capacitance of the
caches, without additional decaps. Second, we only use
the caches of the attacker and victims. It will not degrade the
performance, because no matter the active noise alleviation is
applied or not, those caches are unable to work due to the
unsafe PUs. Moreover, the large capacitance of the caches
makes sure that the voltage drop in the cache layer is much
smaller than that in the PU layer at the same location. It
guarantees the safe PUs faraway from the attacker are not
disturbed by the active noise alleviation technique, and have
safe caches to continue working. Third, the victims are prone
to be the closer PUs, whose caches are more effective to
suppress the noise. All these make the active P/G noise
alleviation technique an effective and efficient solution to
mitigate the power gating-induced P/G noise.
The record of the impact ranges of different attackers is an
interface between the HSPICE simulation and the system level
simulation. The system level simulation requires the positions
of victims and its corresponding alert levels of each attacker
instead of the real magnitude of the P/G noise. Therefore,
the P/G noise distribution of different attackers at different
locations will be evaluated during the design time. Each PU or
cache will be classified according to the P/G noise magnitude,

and given an alert level to indicate the required protection, e.g.,
clock gating, backup, or nothing. The alert level assignment is
based on the relationship between the noise magnitude and the
reliability of PU and caches described in Section III-B. SPICE
simulations are conducted to record the peak P/G noise of each
sub-block during the power gating. The worst case P/G noise
of a PU or cache will be derived among all the sub-blocks
within it. The victims will be classified with different alert
levels according to the worst case P/G noise. The positions
and the alert levels of the victims within the impact range are
recorded to instruct the victim protection during run time.
The record of the victims and alert levels can be divided
into two parts. One is for the PU attacker, and the other is
for the cache attacker. A lookup table (LUT) is dedicated
to the PU attacker, because the P/G noise distribution is
irregular due to the active P/G noise alleviation technique. The
area with more on-chip memories used as decaps suffers less
P/G noise. Therefore, it is required to record both the position
and the alert level of each victim. Each row of the LUT stands
for the alert levels of the potential victims under a certain
cache combination of active P/G noise alleviation technique,
and each bit of the row index stands for a certain cache to
indicate whether it is selected to be used a decap for the
active P/G noise alleviation technique. Each row records the
alert levels of the victims within the impact range, which are
the worst case alert levels among the PU attackers of different
locations. The alert levels of the PUs are sorted in a predefined
order according to the distance and the clockwise direction,
and hence the position of the PU is indicated by its index.
For a cache attacker, the P/G noise distribution is relatively
symmetric, and we evaluate the distances of the impact ranges
of attackers at different locations. There are two worst case
distances recorded for powering on or waking up a cache.
IV. SEN O C-BASED P OWER G ATING -I NDUCED
P/G N OISE A LLEVIATION
The active P/G noise alleviation technique is able to
suppress the P/G noise with negligible area, leakage and
performance overhead for PU attackers. However, there still
exist some victims within the impact range. The penalty of
waking up caches still remains, though its impact range is
relatively small. Therefore, if the power gated period is short,
the saved energy may not cover the overhead, and the power
gating should be canceled. Besides, for the active P/G noise
alleviation technique, we also face a problem of selecting
an optimal combination of the caches from the victims. We
need to find the allocation of the cache candidates, and try
to use fewer caches to minimize the number of victims.
However, all these decisions cannot be determined without
run-time information, such as the states of the PUs, caches,
and tasks. Thus, a system-level strategy is needed to collect
the information, analyze it and make correct decisions.
SENoC is a control system prototype based on the MPSoC,
which is composed of on-chip sensors, node agents, and
a central controller (CC). It is integrated with network-on-chip
(NoC) and uses NoC as the communication medium. Fig. 6
shows the SENoC for a 4 × 4 mesh-based MPSoC. In this
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TABLE I
C ONTROL PACKETS OF SEN O C

Fig. 6.

Overview of SENoC architecture on a 4 × 4 MPSoC.
TABLE II

paper, SENoC is used to deal with the reliability issue of the
power gating-induced P/G noise. It is specified to collect and
analyze the information for the active P/G noise alleviation
and power gating aware scheduling techniques to improve the
energy consumption and performance.

A LERT L EVELS

A. P/G Noise Alleviation Protocol of SENoC
To use the active P/G noise alleviation and power gating
aware scheduling techniques, sophisticated operation protocol
of SENoC is built up. A node agent is an interface between the
CC and the local PU and cache in each router. It is in charge
of interpreting the information and the requirement between
them. The control information exchange between a node agent
and the CC or between the node agents is achieved by the
control packets through NoC. The details of different kinds of
control packets are shown in Table I.
The CC is in charge of making system-level decisions.
Necessary run-time information, such as the PU states, cache
states, task dependency, and hence forth, is recorded in the
PU Table, cache and task tables. There are two important
jobs for the CC. Analyzing the information, it records the
ready tasks, and determines whether the free PU will be power
gated if the scheduled task is not ready. On the other hand, it
monitors the MPSoC to find a cold or free PU to assign the
scheduled ready task, or a free PU to execute the power gating
decision. If a free PU is going to be power gated, it will sleep
the cache and power off the PU. While for a task assignment
to a cold PU, it will wake up the cache first, and then power
on the PU using the active P/G noise alleviation. Sometimes,
there are multiple power gating requests from different PUs at
the same time. The multiple requests are executed sequentially
in a round-robin manner, because we assume there is only one
power gating operation at one time in this paper.
The states of a PU are shown in Table III. A PU is Active,
when it is running a task. After the task finishes and there
is no ready task, a PU changes from active to free, waiting
for the new task assignment. If a power gating command is
received by a free PU, the PU will be power gated and reduce
the leakage power in the cold state. There are two special
states for the victims, idle, and hold, in which the PU is
halted to prevent malfunctions until the P/G noise settles down.
We focus on the state transients related to the P/G noise
generation or protection to present the cooperation among the
attacker, victims, and CC for the P/G noise protection.

The powering off process of the PU is noiseless, because the
parasitic capacitance discharges through the leakage current
instead of a rush current. A PU becomes an attacker when
it powers on. At the beginning, the attacker receives a list
of victims from the CC, and turns on the decap switches to
use its own cache as a decap. After receiving all the report
packets (RPs) from its victims, it begins to power on, and
informs the victims by multicasting the alert packets (APs).
At last, it turns off the switches, multicasts post-APs (PAPs)
to those victims, and send a submit packet (SP) to the CC,
after finishing the voltage change. A PU becomes a victim
when it is in the active or free state within the impact range of
the attacker. It receives an alert command from the CC with
alert level information. The alert level information indicates
the reactions needed for protection in Table II. With small
noise between 100 and 600 mV, it has to halt itself by clock
gating, and may turn on the decap switch to use its cache as a
decap. When the noise exceeds 600 mV, the data stored in the
memory cells must be backed up to the local cache. After that,
it goes to hold or idle state, and sends a RP to the attacker.
If the sensors detect that the P/G noise is smaller than the
threshold after the AP is received, or the PAP is received, it
will recover, go back to active or free state accordingly and
send a SP. The usage of sensors in the SENoC protocol is
able to alleviate the performance penalty due to the offline
worst case estimation of the P/G noise analysis platform. For
example, if a remote victim turns out to be safe, which is
different from the worst case estimation. The fake victim will
be clock gated to preserve the reliability, but recover soon due
to the monitoring of the sensors. In this situation, the sensors
will trigger victim recovery as early as possible to alleviate the
performance penalty due to the offline worst case estimation.
The state transient of a PU is shown in Fig. 7.
The states of a cache are defined in Table IV. We have
distinguished the data stored in the cache, because more
protection is needed, if the data are useful. A cache is active, if
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TABLE III
PU S TATES IN P OWER G ATING

Fig. 7.

TABLE IV
C ACHE S TATES IN P OWER G ATING

State transition machine of a PU.

the cache is powered on, and the stored data are useful. After
the task finishes and the data become useless, a cache changes
from active to free, waiting for a new task assignment. Other
state transients will change the supply voltage levels, and may
induce P/G noise. We focus on the state transient related to the
P/G noise generation or protection to describe the cooperation
among cache attacker, victims and CC as well.
Similar to PU, the powering off process is noiseless, and
will be carried out if all the tasks are finished. A cache
becomes an attacker when it is going to power on or change the
voltage between the power supplied and the reduced one. The
handshake process of the caches is almost the same as PUs.
The cache becomes a victim, when it is within the impact
range of a cache attacker. For the protection of active or free
caches, it stalls the corresponding PU to prevent incorrect
cache access. In the worst case, the data in active cache may
have to be backed up to off-chip memories through NoC.
When the sensors detect the safe voltage or receive PAP, it
will inform the PU to resume, and send a SP to the CC. For
the hold cache, the stored data may also get corrupted, and
cannot be protected by the conventional protections described
in Table II. However, since the CC is aware of this situation,
it will insert an issue of waking up the victim cache ahead,
which will go through a waking up process as an attacker.
Hence, it is changed to active state, and can be protected by
the conventional protections. Requiring that waking up a cache
will not corrupt the data for other hold caches around, the
minimum data retention voltage will be increased slightly to
tolerate the generated P/G noise, 60 mV according to HSPICE
simulations. The state transient of a cache is shown in Fig. 8.
B. Overall Operations of SENoC
The processes of powering on the PU and cache are quite
similar to each other, but that of the cache is a little simpler
due to the lack of the active P/G noise alleviation. Therefore,

Fig. 8.

State transition machine of a cache.

we choose the process of powering on a PU as an example to
demonstrate the functionality of SENoC at the system level.
Before application execution, task scheduling and mapping is
carried out, and the result is stored in the task table of the CC.
During run time, the CC receives SPs to update the run-time
information of the PUs, caches and tasks, and assigns tasks for
the application execution. If a ready task is assigned to a cold
PU and its cache is already waken up, the CC calculates an
optimized combination of the caches for the active P/G noise
alleviation technique to minimize the number of victims. After
that, CPs are sent to the attacker and victims to instruct the
process of powering on the PU.
When receiving the CP, a victim carries out the protection,
and sends a RP to the attacker. The attacker turns on the decap
switches during the victim protection, and powers on after
receiving all the RPs. When the attacker settles down, it turns
off the switches, and starts to execute the task. It multicasts
the PAPs to those victims and sends a SP to the CC. For the
victim, when its own sensors detect the safe voltage, or the
PAP is received, it recovers, and comes back to the active
or free state accordingly. It sends a SP to the CC as well.
After receiving all the SPs from the attacker and victims, the
CC updates the information, and moves on to the next issue
of assigning a ready task or power gating the PU and cache.
V. T WO S TAGE S CHEDULING S TRATEGY FOR
P ERFORMANCE O PTIMIZATION OF SEN O C
With the described framework, SENoC is able to preserve
the reliability, and mitigate the penalty of power gatings using
the active P/G noise alleviation technique. In this section,
we will discuss the details about the principle of the CC.
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We propose a two-stage scheduling strategy to improve the
performance and energy consumption of the system under
the run-time variations, e.g., power gatings. The strategy is
a composition of an offline static mapping and scheduling
algorithm and an online dynamic light-weight adjustment
technique. At design time, we try to decide the task mapping
and scheduling to fully use the parallelism of MPSoCs and
optimize the performance. At run time, a dynamic adjustment
strategy is used to alleviate the power gating-induced penalties.
A. Offline Task Mapping and Scheduling Optimization
For offline optimization, the generic load balancing task
mapping and scheduling technique is used with a revised cost
function to consider both the processing workload of PUs
and the network transmission workload of NoC. Scalability is
always an important issue for MPSoC design, and load balancing technique is one of the most popular heuristic algorithms
to deal with the large scale task scheduling problems [33].
Compared with the conventional load balancing technique
[33], the cost function is modified to minimize the end-toend delay of the application’s execution with the consideration
of interprocessor communication overhead. For a task v in
the application graph, the weight of mapping it to a PU p is
calculated by the following cost function:
w(v, p) = t (v, p) + gn(v, p).

(1)

In (1), t (v, p) is the required time for task v to finish execution
on PU p, defined by the finish time for executing previously
assigned tasks on p, plus the worst case execution time
of v. n(v, p) is the total amount of network transmission,
defined by the summation of the production of the generated
packet number and the transmission hops, for all the edges of
task v from p to the destination PUs. g is a scaling factor,
which balances the two terms in different measurement units.
For mesh-based NoC, in ideality, factor g can be set to 3
for the number of clock cycles a packet crossing a router,
while the value should be larger when network contention
occurs. The concerns of processing and network transmission
workload can be traded off with different weights, but we
distribute the two workloads evenly in this paper.
B. Online Dynamic Adjustment
After deciding the task mapping and scheduling, the performance is guaranteed in the worst case. However, there is a
need of an online dynamic adjustment to deal with the power
gating-induced penalty. In this paper, we alleviate the penalty,
focusing on two issues. One is how to efficiently use the active
P/G noise alleviation by deciding the optimal combination to
minimize the number of the victims. The other is to decide
whether a PU and cache pair should be power gated after a task
is finished. With the SENoC architecture, a light weight online
control mechanism is proposed to deal with the two issues,
and improves the performance and the energy consumption.
The heuristic algorithm for the on-line dynamic adjustment is
shown in Algorithm 1.
From lines 4–15, when a task is completed, a policy of
the power gating selection is well developed to guarantee the
effectiveness. A key requirement is that the slack time after
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a task, the time period between the end time of the task and
the start time of the sequential task, should be long enough to
compensate the penalty of power gatings. It is divided into two
sub-problems. First, we will decide the threshold of the slack
for efficient power gating by considering both the energy consumption improvement and performance degradation. Then,
we will predict the slack time during run time for each PU,
when a task is finished, and the next task is not ready. When
the predicted slack is greater than the threshold, the power
gating should be carried out. Otherwise, the PU will stay in
the free state to wait the next task coming soon
G = E saving − E overhead − c f Tsettle

(2)

E saving = (Pl,free + Cl,free − Pl,cold − Cl,hold ) × Tslack (3)
(4)
E overhead = E attacker + E victim
E victim = (Pl,free + Cl,free ) × Tsettle × Nvictim .
(5)
The equations present the calculation of the threshold. The
variable G presents the cost function of power gatings for
different slacks. There are three parts, the energy saved by the
power gated PU and cache during the slack period, E saving,
the energy overhead of the power gatings, E overhead , and the
performance overhead, Tsettle . Tsettle is the summation of all
unsafe periods induced by the power gatings, such as powering
on the PU and the cache. In the worst case, the performance
overhead is almost equal to the Tsettle, if one of the victims
executes the critical task. E saving is defined by the production
of the slack period and the reduced leakage power, which is the
leakage power of the free PU and free cache subtracted by that
of the cold PU and hold cache. E overhead includes the energy
overhead for charging the attacker and their sleep transistors,
E attacker , and the energy consumption of the victims during
the additional unsafe periods, E victim . E victim is defined by the
leakage power of the victim PUs and caches multiplied by the
settling time. Nvictims stands for the number of the victims.
The energy overhead of waking up the victim hold cache or
backing up the data is not included, because they seldom occur
during the application execution.
There are two user-specified constant factors, c and f . c is
used to trade off between the power saving and performance
degradation. f is a scaling factor which balances the two
terms in different measurement units. In this paper, f is set to
1, because the two terms are numerically in the same order,
according to the simulation results. During design time, the
energy and timing parameters are estimated according to the
P/G noise analysis platform, but Nvictim is assumed as the
number of victims with the impact range in the worst case,
because it is difficult to estimate the number of victims without
run-time information. For example,
if the impact range is the
√
PUs within the distance of 2 2, Nvictim is 24 in the worst
case. Hence, the worst case slack threshold is estimated by
making the G equal to 0, and stored in the CC. However,
this assumption is pessimistic, and Nvictim can be dynamically
adjusted during run time to get a more practical estimation of
the slack threshold. Due to the limitation of run-time information and the low computational complexity requirement,
Nvictim will be adjusted according to location of the attacker to
get a tighter slack threshold in threshold adjustment of line 6.
For example, if the attacker occurs at the corner of MPSoCs,
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Algorithm 1 Lightweight On-Line Dynamic Adjustment
Algorithm

Nvictim is adjusted to 8 instead of 24, because there are less
possible victims for the attacker in the corner.
After the threshold is decided, from lines 7–13, there is
the process to predict the slack time during run time. It
is achieved by estimating the start time of the scheduled
sequential task u, which is determined by the latest finish time
of its preceding tasks. Each of the preceding tasks of u will
be selected, and its finish time will be estimated using the
function EndtimePredict. If any of the slacks is greater than

the threshold, the power gating will be approved to terminate
the searching and accelerate the algorithm. Otherwise, the
process will continue. Finally, if all the slacks are less than
the threshold, the PU should stay in the FREE state, because
the sequential task is coming soon.
For the implementation of EndtimePredict, there are three
cases for a selected task. If the task w is completed, the
finish time is set to be the current time, meaning no slack
left. If w is running, the finish time is estimated as the
start time of w plus its average execution time. Last, if
w has not been executed yet, it will be a little tough. We
predict the finish time of w as its average execution time plus
the predicted start time of w itself, which can be done by
recursively executing EndtimePredict for the preceding tasks
of w. The process will search the application graph in an
adverse direction like a depth-first search of a tree. For the
real-time constraint, the recursive finish time estimation cannot
be executed unlimitedly, and in this paper, the depth is limited
to 2. It means the tasks within at most two depth backward
will be evaluated, and the finish time of the preceding tasks
beyond two depth is set to be the current time.
The lines from 16 to 42 show the task scheduling in the CC.
Here, we focus on the active P/G noise alleviation for powering
on a PU from line 29 to 38. We need to select an optimized
cache combination for the active P/G noise alleviation to
minimum the number of victims. It starts from sorting the
surrounding PUs within the worst case impact range in lines
29 and 30. If the PU is already power gated with a slept cache,
it will not affect by the power gating and its cache without
fully charged cannot be used as a decap. The rest will be the
candidate of the caches used as decaps, and each candidate
will be evaluated from lines 31 to 36.
First, we will pick up a closer PU, and find the alert level in
the LUT in a certain row with its position. At the beginning,
the selected row is the first one in the LUT, because there is no
cache selected except the fault one, the cache of the attacker.
The closer PU suffers higher P/G noise, and it is prone to be
a victim. Since it is a victim, its cache is selected to be used
as decaps with little overhead. Then, we pick another closer
victim, and find the alert level in another row, because there
are already two caches selected. If the PU is still a victim,
its cache will be selected, and the combination of the selected
caches is updated. With more caches of closer victims, the
remoter PU will suffer smaller P/G noise, and become safe.
It is possible to find a remote PU, which is already safe under
the current combination of selected caches. No reaction is
needed, because it will induce considerable overhead to select
the cache of a safe PU to be used as a decap. The search of the
candidate is conducted from the closer one to the remoter one
with a clockwise direction. All the candidate within the impact
range will be evaluated to make sure all the victims are under
protection. After the evaluation, the optimized combination is
determined, and the victims and their alert levels are decided to
instruct the protection during the power gating. However, since
this algorithm is on-line adjustment, we have to compromise
to reduce the computational complexity and the hardware cost.
The evaluation of each victim is achieved using the LUT
described in Section III-C, which records the alert levels of
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the PUs within the worst case impact range for all the combinations of the caches according to the HSPICE simulation.
Because the hardware cost is exponential to the number of the
evaluated victims, we just evaluate
the combinations of the
√
victims within the distance of 2 from lines 31 to 36. The rest
victims will not be evaluated to be used as decaps, and will
be protected based on the result of the final combination in
line 37. Hence, there are 256 rows in the LUT. Each row
has 72 bits, because there are at most 24 victims within the
worst case impact range of √
a PU attacker, and each alter level
costs three bits. We select 2, because the noise suppression
is already significant with the active P/G noise alleviation,
as shown in Section III-C. It will significantly reduce the
hardware cost, and accelerate the algorithm. Moreover, to
reduce the computational complexity, the evaluation order of
the victims is decided heuristically. Because the decaps closer
to the attacker will be more effective to suppress the P/G noise,
the closer victims are given higher priority. For the victims
with the same distance, they will be evaluated with a static
order, because their influences are quite similar.
According to Algorithm 1, the on-line dynamic adjustment
is proposed to fulfill the functionality, however, the complexity
is also important to meet the real time constraint. The algorithm mainly consists of two parts, one is the power gating
selection and the other is the optimized combination selection.
For the first one, the complexity is highly related to the
number of the incoming edges of the tasks in the applications.
Assuming the average number of the incoming edges is N, due
to the depth limitation, the worst case performance complexity
is O(N 2 ). Branch pruning technique is also used to reduce the
execution time. For the second one, the complexity is linearly
proportional to the number of the evaluated victims from lines
31 to 36. Since we just √
evaluate the combinations of the caches
within the distance of 2, the worst case complexity is fixed.
VI. I MPLEMENTATION AND P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
To evaluate the proposed approach, at the circuit level, a
well-developed HSPICE model of the 3-D MPSoC is proposed
to analyze the P/G noise and the energy and performance
penalty. At the system level, we develop a cycle-accurate
SENoC simulator using SystemC, and conduct performance
evaluations on a real application benchmark [34].
A. Simulation Setup
The parameters of the P/G noise analysis platform shown
in Fig. 2 are assumed as follows: R P = R M = 0.628 ,
L P = L M = 0.005 nH, C P = C M = 15.7 fF, CPL = 0.55 pF,
CML = 3.37 pF, W P1 = 1.08 μm, W P2 = W P3 = 6.57 μm.
The PDN parameters are extracted from the interconnect
model of predictive technology model [35]. The parameters
of a PU comes from ARM11 by scaling down to 45-nm
technology, e.g., the lumped capacitance, 660 μm × 660 μm
area, 30-mW average dynamic power, 10-mW leakage power,
and hence forth. For the cache, the estimations are gotten from
Synopsys 90-nm library by scaling down to 45-nm technology.
It has the same area as a PU with a size of 180 kB, 42.6-mW
average dynamic power, and 115.7-mW leakage power. The
data retention voltage is assumed as 0.41 V, which comes from
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the data retention voltage in [32] plus the P/G noise induced by
waking up a cache. The leakage power of a Hold cache is about
39.8 mW. The resistance of a TSV is assumed to be 1  [36].
The channel widths of the decap switch, e.g., G1 and G2, are
assumed to be 157 μm and 105 μm to tradeoff between the
hardware cost and active P/G noise suppression effectiveness.
The settling time of powering on a PU is 10 ns, and that for the
cache are 100 and 87 ns, according to the HSPICE simulation.
The time penalty of clocking on or off a PU are both 10 ns.
For the implementation of the MPSoC, the SENoC simulator is built as a mesh-based MPSoC architecture with XY routing and wormhole switching protocols. The global clock
frequency is set to 1 GHz. Extensive performance evaluations
are conducted by the SENoC simulator with real application
traffic patterns. Most of the selected applications are wellknown realistic DSP and multimedia applications, such as
chemical program performing multielectron derivatives called
SPEC95 Fpppp (FPPPP), H.263 video encoder (H263E),
H.264 video decoder with high resolution (H264DH),
CD to DAT sample rate conversion (SAMPLE), International
Maritime Satellite mobile satellite receiver (SATELL), and
random sparse matrix solver for electronic circuit simulation
(SPARSE) [34]. Each application is mapped to mesh-based
on homogeneous MPSoCs with 16, 25, 36, 49, and 64 PUs
following the strategy mentioned in Section V. During the
simulation, task executions are simulated with random execution times following Gaussian distribution with the mean of
80% of their worst case execution times and variance of 20%,
to be practical for real application evaluations.
B. Performance Analysis
According to the experiment setup of the P/G noise analysis
platform, HSPICE simulations are carried out to evaluate the
impact ranges of PU and cache attackers, and to investigate
the P/G noise suppression of the proposed active P/G noise
alleviation technique. The impact ranges and the alert levels of
the PU and cache attackers with or without the active P/G noise
alleviation technique are derived according to the P/G noise
measured between the virtual VDD and GND, which is lower
than that of the global VDD due to the resistance of the sleep
transistors. Assuming the side length of a PU is 1, the average
impact
√ range of a PU attacker is the PUs within the distance
of 3 2. For a cache attacker, the peak P/G noise distribution
is similar to that of PU with a smaller voltage drop but a
longer settling time. The impact range of powering
on cache
√
is about the caches within the distance of 10. While the
impact range of waking up a cache is that of 1, which is
much smaller, because the voltage change is significantly
reduced. The small voltage change significantly reduces the
charge needed to be restored in the parasitic capacitance, and
the rush current flowing through the networks [11]. During
the application execution, powering on a PU and waking up
a cache are usually involved compared with powering on a
cache, due to the limitation of slack time between tasks, but
the impact range of the PU attacker is significantly larger.
Hence, the active P/G noise alleviation technique is proposed
to suppress the P/G noise due to the PU attackers.
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Assuming PU (3, 3) is a PU attacker in an 8 × 8 MPSoC,
by turning on the decap switches of the attacker; the
active P/G noise alleviation technique achieves 35% average
P/G noise reduction. The impact range is√also significantly
reduced to the PUs within the distance of 2. The P/G noise
can be further reduced with more caches used for the active
P/G noise alleviation. With the help of cache (3, 3), the peak
voltage drop of PU (3, 1) decreases from 120 to 82 mV, and
it becomes safe. The voltage drop decreases to 30 mV with
the help of five caches within the distance of 1, and further to
20 mV with the help of nine caches. The trend of the voltage
drop of other PUs is similar. The voltage drop of PU (4, 2)
decreases from 192 to 120 mV, and further to 74 and 67 mV
accordingly. Hence, the active P/G noise alleviation technique
effectively suppresses the power gating-induced P/G noise, and
shows a good potential of alleviating the P/G noise with small
overhead. Its system level performance will be evaluated under
the framework of the SENoC using real applications.
To demonstrate the efficiency, we compare our approach,
labeled as proposed, to four different strategies with the same
offline task mapping and scheduling result. A w/o power
gating does not carry out power gatings to save the leakage
power. While the others adopt the power gating technique,
and use different strategies to preserve the reliability. Stopgo
is a traditional power gating protection strategy to compare
with, and the other two, SIR and timeout, are used to evaluate
our approach in detail. For the victim protection of PUs or
caches, stopgo method will halt the rest of PUs and caches
for protection, when there is an attacker of PU or cache.
Conservatively, the victim PUs and caches have to backup
the data for the data integrity. SIR evaluates a static impact
range for both PU and cache attacker. The impact range is
estimated using HSPICE simulations during design time, and
cannot be dynamically adjusted during run time due to the
lack of the active P/G noise alleviation technique. It is used to
demonstrate the penalty alleviation due to the reduction of the
impact range of PU attackers with the active P/G noise alleviation technique. Timeout uses the proposed active P/G noise
alleviation technique to reduce the impact range of a PU
attacker and demonstrate the P/G noise alleviation of different
online dynamic adjustment strategies. For the power gating
selection of the online dynamic adjustment, those power gating
aware strategies, e.g., stopgo, SIR, and timeout, use a timeout
technique [22]. A timer is implemented in each PU, and a PU
and cache pair will be power gated when there is no task ready
for a certain period. It is set to be 1000 clock cycles in this
paper to avoid the small slacks due to run-time variations and
communication delay. Our approach uses the proposed power
gating aware scheduling, and assume c in (2) as 0 to concern
the energy saving only.
In our simulation, we evaluate the five strategies for six
applications with different task structures on MPSoCs with
different scales. We define the normalized energy consumption
as the energy consumption for different scales divided by the
energy consumption of w/o power gating on 4 × 4 MPSoCs.
It uses w/o power gating on 4 × 4 MPSoCs as a baseline
to measure the efficiency of the strategies on MPSoCs with
different scales. It demonstrates not only efficiencies of dif-

Fig. 9. Energy consumption and execution time comparison for different
applications on 4 × 4 MPSoC.

ferent strategies, but also the trend of the energy consumption
and execution time due to the increase of MPSoC scales. The
definition of the normalized execution time is similar to that
of the normalized energy consumption.
The normalized energy consumption and execution time for
each application are shown in Fig. 9. The w/o power gating
has the shortest execution time but higher energy consumption
for all applications, due to the lack of power gatings. Our
approach has smaller energy consumption and executes time
compared with the rest competitors. Compared with SIR
and stopgo, our approach significantly improves both the
energy consumption and performance, because the power
gating penalty of SIR and stopgo is high without the active
P/G noise alleviation technique. Our approach provides 6.8%
and 12.6% energy consumption improvement, and 7.3% and
14.3% performance improvement on average. The active P/G
noise alleviation technique reduces the P/G noise across the
MPSoC. Hence, it will decrease the impact range of power
gatings, and alleviate the penalty of the protection mechanism
used to protect the victims. There will be more PUs that
are not affected by the P/G noise and continue working.
It will bring about a better utilization of the computation
resource to improve the system energy consumption and
performance. Otherwise, they will be halted to prevent
erroneous computation, and there is a waste of energy.
Compared with timeout, the improvement of our strategy
is small, e.g., 3.1% energy consumption improvement for
SPARSE, due to the light power gating-induced penalty using
the active P/G noise alleviation technique. However, our
approach still successfully reduces the energy consumption
and execution time for all the applications. Compared with
the timeout technique used in stopgo, SIR, and timeout, the
proposed power gating aware dynamic adjustment strategy is
able to adapt with the applications of different characteristics.
For some applications with high parallelism, e.g., SAMPLE
and SATELL, the slacks are short, and there are a few energy
efficient power gatings. In this case, our approach cancels
the power gatings successfully, while the others are unable
to dynamically adjust, and induce higher energy consumption.
The scalability is an important criterion for MPSOC design.
Fig. 10 shows the scalability of the strategies on MPSoCs with
different scales. For each scale and each strategy, it shows the
average normalized energy consumption and execution time of
different applications. Our approach scales efficiently, with an
increased improvement of the energy consumption. Compared
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Fig. 11. Optimization of energy consumption and execution time with the
objective of their production.

Fig. 10. Average performance improvement trend for MPSoCs with different
scales.

with w/o power gating, it shows an energy consumption
improvement from 14.6% to 26.1% with execution time
overhead from 3.4% to 8.2%. Compared with timeout, our
approach provides an energy consumption improvement from
1.5% to 31.5%, and a performance improvement from 2.2%
to 45.9%, because it can dynamically adjust to the new task
mapping and scheduling results for different scales. When the
scale increases, the parallelism of the applications decreases,
because the same tasks are mapped to more PUs. Hence, the
number of short slacks increases, and the energy inefficient
power gatings of timeout also increases according to the simulation results. Compared with SIR and stopgo, our approach
is much better, because it is not only to reduce the magnitude
of the P/G noise, but more importantly to alleviate the impact
of the generated P/G noise. It suppresses the P/G noise using
the active P/G noise alleviation technique, and eliminates the
energy inefficient power gatings through the power gating
aware scheduling techniques. The number of victims is kept
almost the same due to the active P/G noise alleviation
technique, while that increases with the increased MPSoC
scales for SIR and stopgo. It achieves 55.1% and 62.8%
energy consumption improvement, and 63.4% and 69.8%
performance improvement on the 8 × 8 MPSoC. Stopgo is
the most conservative strategy among the power gating aware
strategies. Compared with it, using the active P/G noise alleviation technique, the proposed strategy decreases the number
of PU victims from 63 to about 8 on 8 × 8 MPSoCs, which
significantly reduces the energy overhead per power gating.
The number of power gatings of the proposed strategy also
decreases about 64% on average compared with stopgo on
8 × 8 MPSoCs using the proposed scheduling strategy to
prevent the energy inefficient power gatings.
Our approach is able to decrease the energy consumption
with slight performance degradation; however, different application scenarios may have different requirements about them.
Our approach provides an opportunity to tradeoff between the
energy consumption and execution time by adjusting the userspecified factor c in (2). The trend of the average values of
different applications for 4 × 4 MPSoCs is shown in Fig. 11.
With c equal to zero, on-line adjustment optimizes the power
gating aware scheduling regarding energy consumption only,

and the average energy consumption is minimized with longest
execution time. As c increases, the performance degradation
is considered with higher priority. When c exceeds 5, the
situation is close to w/o power gating with short execution time
but high energy consumption. If the average production of the
energy consumption and execution time among applications
is assumed as an object, the optimum value for factor c is
estimated as 0.5, as shown in Fig. 11. This value is close
to 0, because the power gatings of the slacks that are just
above the slack threshold will be canceled. These power
gatings contribute performance degradation with little energy
consumption improvement.
We also investigate the effectiveness of our approach under
different noise margins and data retention voltages of caches.
Besides 0.1 V noise margin [31] and 0.35 V data retention
voltage [32], the proposed strategy with other voltage levels
will be evaluated, e.g., 0.07 V noise margin and 0.5 V data
retention voltage. HSPICE simulations are conducted to derive
the system level behavior parameters related to the noise
margin and data retention voltage, e.g., the impact range and
settle time of PU and cache attackers, the leakage power of
hold cache, the slack threshold, the minimum data retention
voltage of the caches of SENoC discussed in Section IV-A,
and hence forth. Simulations are carried out with the extracted
behavior parameters to evaluate the influence of the variations
of noise margin and data retention voltage. Besides the original
setup of 0.1 V noise margin and 0.41 V data retention
voltage, other combinations are investigated shown in Fig. 12,
e.g., 0.07 V noise margin and 0.54 V data retention voltage.
When the noise margin of the cache decreases, the impact
ranges of the cache attackers increase. It will increase the
energy overhead of power gatings, and decreases the number
of energy efficient power gatings. Hence, the energy consumption increases due to the increased energy overhead of
power gatings, and the execution time decreases because of
the reduced number of power gatings. The influence of the
variation of data retention voltage is similar. It will tradeoff
between the energy consumption and execution time due to
the influence of the impact range change and power gating
selection. When the data retention voltage increases, the
energy consumption change will be larger, because it also
induces higher leakage power for hold caches besides the
change of impact ranges. For different noise margins and
data retention voltages, our approach shows a consistent trend
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Fig. 12. Average performance improvement trend for different noise margins
and data retention voltages of caches.

of energy consumption improvement and slight performance
degradation compared with w/o power gating. The systematic
design method of our approach is applicable for different
system configurations, e.g., noise margin and data retention
voltage of caches.
To achieve the proposed techniques, there are some additional hardware implemented. The estimated area overhead of
the TSVs and the decap switches is about 1.97% per PU.
The power consumption overhead is dominated by the static
power, because the energy efficient power gating is infrequent
compared with the entire execution time of applications.
It is about 0.13% for different applications and different scales.
According to Algorithm 1, the CC has been synthesized and
validated by Synopsys tools, and the layout is gotten from
Cadence Encounter in 45-nm technology [26]. The area and
the power consumption of the CC is 2.05% and 2.21% for
4 × 4 MPSoC, and 1.02% and 1.05% for 8 × 8 MPSoC.
It scales efficiently, because it mainly consists of the LUT
for the optimized combination selection and some tables for
recording the run-time information. The LUT will not increase
with increasing scale of MPSoC as mentioned in Section V,
while those tables increase linearly with the number of PUs.

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a systematic strategy
to protect the vulnerable MPSoC from the reliability threat
of power gating-induced P/G noise. In addition to maintaining the reliability, power gating-induced penalties are
alleviated in both microarchitecture level and system level
using the active P/G noise alleviation technique through
SENoC. Experimental results show the proposed approach
provides 1.5%–12.6% energy consumption improvement and
2.2%–14.3% performance improvement over existing techniques for 4 × 4 MPSoCs. Moreover, it scales efficiently from
4 × 4 to 8 × 8 MPSoCs with 31.5% energy consumption
improvement and 45.9% performance improvement compared
with the best counterpart for 8 × 8 MPSoCs. Compared
with conventional MPSoCs, it induces 4.0% and 3.0% area
overhead and 2.3% and 1.2% power consumption overhead
from 4 × 4 to 8 × 8 MPSoCs.
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